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ISSUE
At the October 2015 Board of Directors meeting, several Directors requested a
summary of third party bodily injury (Bl) and property damage (PD) claims and costs
over time. This report responds to this request by summarizing our liability claims
performance since 2002 including a detailed breakdown of claim frequency and severity
difference by mode (i.e., Bus or Rail), cash flow trends, trends in ultimate losses and
trends in liability cost of risk as a share of operating expenses.
BACKGROUND
The vast majority of third party claims allege Metro negligence (i.e. tort) as a result of
bus and rail operations which causes bodily injury and property damage from events
such as traffic collisions, slips and falls on Metro vehicles or property. These data do
not include employment litigation, third-party discrimination claims, contract disputes, or
other types of litigation which do not include a bodily injury or property damage
component from a third party. Our data structure dating back more than twenty years
classifies all of our Bl and PD claims into only two broad modal categories, Bus and
Rail. The Rail category is self-explanatory, but the Bus/Other category includes all nonrail Bl and PD claims, such as a slip or fall in the Gateway building, which occur very
infrequently. Specifically, more than 95% of Bl/PD claims in the Bus/Other category are
bus collisions, onboard falls, or other allegations directly related to bus operations.

Bus Operations Claims Frequency
In fiscal year 2000, 3,691 Bus/Other claims were received by the Board Secretary's
Office alleging Bl and/or PD damages as a result of Metro negligence. For the fiscal
year just ended , 2015, the number of received claims had fa llen to 2,403, a nearly 35%
decline. Two very important determinants in our claims frequency are the number of
miles or hours our buses operate and the number of passengers we carry. Some of the
drop in the number of claims we received caused by our bus operations relates to a
roughly 7% drop in the miles we operate annually. Our Bus/Other claims rate per
100,000 hub miles which does reflect changes in service has also fallen materially, from
4.0 in fiscal year 2000 to 2.8 in fiscal year 2015, a 30% reduction (Figure 1). Although
quite a bit of year-to-year variability exists in the Bus claims frequency rate, the trend
line over this data series clearly shows an improvement. Explicitly identifying causal
factors for the decline is difficult but very likely includes many complementary safety
initiatives such as changes in training, recruitment and selection, the DuPont Safety
Resources contract, the introduction of SmartDrive technology, onboard cameras and
improvements in discipline for safety violations.
Bus/Other General Liability Reported Claims per 100,000 Hub Miles
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Figure 1

Rail Operations Claims Frequency
In fiscal year 2000, 174 Rail claims were received by the Board Secretary's Office
alleging Bl and/or PD damages as a result of Metro negligence. For the fiscal year just
ended, 2015, the number of received claims had risen to 215, a nearly 24% increase
but represents only an increase of 40 claims over the period . Another mitigating factor
in the gross increase of claims is the service additions since fiscal year 2000. These
are, specifically, the Pasadena Gold Line in July of 2013 , the Eastside Extension to the
Gold Line in November of 2009 and the Expo Line in April of 2012. When adjusted for
service growth over the period , our Rail claims rate per 100,000 miles has actually
fallen , quite similar to bus. In fiscal 2000 we received 4.4 claims per 100,000 train
miles but by fiscal 2015, this had fallen to 2.8 an improvement of 36% (Figure 2). Even
more year-to-year variabi lity exists in the Rail claims frequency rate compared to the
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Bus/Other claims frequency rate, probably because of the much fewer numbers of
claims received annually. Nevertheless, the trend line over the Rail claims frequency
data series clearly shows improvements. Attributing the improvement to a specific
intervention is impossible, but probably includes many of the same reasons we have
seen improvement in Bus/Other claims performance along with some others. Unlike
the bus mode, rail safety performance is also a function of design, such as grade
separation, and safety engineering features. In this regard, some of the new lines
coming into service included upgraded design features such as improved signage,
additional automobile and pedestrian gating. Also, interventions to improve signage
and automobile gating on the Blue Line were completed during this period. Because of
the importance of the rail physical infrastructure as a determinant in claim frequency,
maintaining our rail physical assets in a state of good repair and improving them where
possible will be important factors in continuing our improvements in rail safety and
claims performance.
Rail General Liability Reported Claims per 100,000 Train Miles
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Figure 2: (1) Pasadena Gold Line; (2) Eastside Extension to the Gold Line; (3) Exposition Line

More than ten times as many claims are generated from Metro's bus operation than its
rail operation. Although Metro operates far more buses than trains, the claim rate
between modes is almost identical. Given that trains carry far more passengers than
buses; our rail system generates far fewer claims per passenger mile than does our bus
system. Hence the continued build out of our rail system, to the extent it replaces bus
service, will result in fewer claims and a generally safer transit system.
Bus/Other and Rail Claims Costs
Our claims costs are generally evaluated in two ways, payments made in a fiscal year
and estimates by our actuaries of losses generated in a particular year. These costs
include three components, Bl payment to third parties, PD payments to third parties and
expense payments (EXP) such as legal fees, deposition fees , expert fees and other
costs paid directly from the claim file. Notably excluded from these costs are the direct
costs of administration and Metro staff time. Loss payments are just that, how much we
pay in a given fiscal period based on the issuance date of a check regardless of when
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the loss occurred, which could be three or more years after an accident or injury
happened. Payment data is useful for evaluating cash flow needs and has the benefit
of providing complete certainty of a claim's cost when it is closed and fully paid.
Because of the lag in resolving claims, however, or the need to evaluate financial
performance in a recent year, ultimate loss estimates generated by our actuary are
more frequently used. An ultimate loss is an estimate of all future payments that will be
necessary to fully pay off any claim that occurs in a given loss year, including those
known and those expected to be received in the future (i.e., Incurred but not reported
(IBNR)). Frequently, ultimate loss estimates are shown on a discounted basis in order
to provide a proxy estimate of an insurance premium. A discounted ultimate loss
estimate represents the cash that would need to be deposited during a fiscal period,
earning a 3.0% return (i.e., Metro's earnings assumption) in order to pay off all the
claims that occurred during that fiscal year.
Our payments and our ultimate loss estimates are both capitated by insurance that
Metro purchases. Therefore, the loss information presented here does not include
payments by our insurers. A further complication is the deductible, or self-insured
retention (SIR), maintained by Metro has increased over time. From fiscal 2000
through 2011, Metro's SIR was $4.5 million, increased to $5.0 million in fiscal years
2012 and 2013 and increased again to $7.5 million in 2014. The costs of insurance are
factored in later in this report.
The Metro Bus/Other and Rail claim settlements represent a tiny fraction of the claims
we receive. More than half of the claims Metro receives are ultimately resolved with no
payments either to legal counsel or to the claimants. In fiscal 2015, Metro fully resolved
and closed 2,409 claims (without regard to the incident date) and 60% (i.e., 1,449
claims) of these were resolved with no payments to plaintiffs for bodily injury or property
damage nor any allocated expenses for legal representation, court reporter fees,
experts or any other costs. Approximately 3.5% of the claims closed (i.e., those with
total payments of more than $50,000) in fiscal 2015, represented more than 83% of the
total value of all of the claims fully resolved in that year. Figure 3 shows the details of
the paid losses, but very few claims represent most of our costs in any given year.
Most claims relate to unwitnessed and unsubstantiated property damage to
automobiles and minor bodily injury claims. Those few large claims representing most
of our costs are almost always for severe bodily injury damages for exposures such as
wrongful death, traumatic brain injury, amputation, disfigurement or other very, very
serious injuries.
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ITotal (Bl/PD/EXP) Paid

Claims Count

I Total Paid Amount I

$0
$1 to $9,999
$10,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $199,999
$200,000 to $999,999
$1,000,000 and higher

1,449
697
180
44
19
16
4

$0
$1,784,289
$3,809,542
$3,070,198
$2,542,255
$5,691,439
$15,512,672

TOTAL

2,409

$32,410,396

Figure 3

Our actuaries estimate that claims severity, or the average cost of an individual claim, is
rising at roughly 4% annually since fiscal 2000. More recently, this claim inflation rate
has been rising somewhat more slowly with our actuaries suggesting a claim inflation
rate of around 2.0%. Claim costs are driven by general inflationary trends but are much
more closely linked to medical and wage cost growth. Individual claims costs are also
related to factors affecting our ability to defend these claims in the judicial system both
with respect to liability and damages. Two very recent trends have not been favorable
in regard to unit cost growth.
One such trend is a much greater awareness of traumatic brain injuries (TBI) in the
general public partly because of well publicized efforts on behalf of former National
Football League (NFL) players to obtain treatment for concussion-related injuries during
their playing years. The NFL has also changed concussion related protocols for current
players and has improved protective gear both of which are reasonably well known.
Also, our understanding, awareness and treatment protocols for TBI have increased
because of the relatively large number of these injuries suffered by returning veterans
from the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Therefore, many more TBls to plaintiffs in Metro
accidents are now being reported and treated that in prior years probably were not.
The logical consequence of increased awareness and treatment of alleged TBls by
plaintiffs in Metro accidents is greater damage awards and settlements.
Another adverse cost trend is the decreasing value of statutory immunities related to rail
design negligence claims. According to California Government Code, Metro is
immunized for legal liabilities related to third party Bl and PD claims for negligent
system design and construction when the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
approves the design and operation of a new rail line. For the first nearly twenty years of
Metro rail operations, Superior Court judges were willing to give Metro directed defense
verdicts as a matter law because of this immunity.
Metro Rail, having begun operation more than twenty-five years ago, has now
accumulated substantial loss history, including a number of fatal and non-fatal
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accidents over the years, particularly at grade crossings. Case law permits judges to
waive Metro's design immunity based on our prior knowledge of potentially unsafe
conditions and/or changes in "state-of-the-art" safety technology. Therefore, the more
time that passes from opening a new rail line, the more likely dangerous conditions and
safety technology will change. Therefore, judges, particularly on our older rail lines, are
waiving our immunity defenses resulting in higher costs, even though our gross number
of claims has been flat over time (Figure 4 ). Even major rail capital safety
improvements, such as the recently Board of Directors approved Blue Line pedestrian
gating project, will not place us back into a position in wh ich judges will more readily
grant our immunity defense. Going forward , as other rail lines approach decades of
operation, we will continue to experience higher claim severity for fatal and non-fatal rail
collisions resulting from the diminution of our design immunity defense.
Rail Paid and Ultimate Losses
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Figure 4

Even with average claim cost growth over 4%, our real improvements in operati ng
safety demonstrated by our reduced claim frequency has restrained total claim costs
both on a paid and ultimate loss basis. Since our fiscal year 2000, the trend in our selfinsured discounted ultimate losses has increased only slightly, at approximately 1.2%
annually (Figure 5).
Total General Liability Ultimate Losses (Discounted @ 3%)
in thousands
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Since fiscal year 2000, Metro has purchased limits of insurance up to $250 million per
occurrence and in an annual aggregate at various SIRs. Our annual insurance
expenditures over this period have been roughly constant at nearly $4 million , although
Metro has retained higher SIRs as well. The cost of insurance needs to be added to
our self-insured costs to accurately assess the total costs of risk of our liability program.
That is, both the cost of risk transfer through insurance and the costs of retained risks
need to be included in our total costs of liability risks. We also need to place our costs
of risk retention and transfer in the context of a changing exposure base, with greatly
added rail service, a slight decrease in bus service and general inflationary trends. We
do this by calculating our total costs of liability risk program (i.e., insured and selfinsured) in a given period relative to an overall exposure base which adjusts for service
changes and inflationary trends, which is Metro's operating budget, the Enterprise
Fund. With improved safety, we would expect to see the percentage share of operating
expenses Metro devotes to retaining risk and transferring liability risks would decline.
Figure 6, below, graphically demonstrates that Metro's liability cost trends, when
adjusted for service changes and inflation , has improved materially since fiscal year
2000. In fiscal 2000, roughly 4% of Metro's operating expenses went towards either
avoiding or retaining third-party liability risks. In fiscal 2015, the third-party liability cost
share of the Enterprise Fund had fallen to under 3%, a roughly 29% improvement.
Total General Liability Ultiimate Losses (Discounted@ 3.0%) and Excess Liability Insurance
Premium as percentage of Total Enterprise Fund Operating Expenses
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Figure 6

In summary, the longer-term trend in Metro's costs of avoiding and paying legal
liabilities for our transit operation is quite favorable and driven by real improvements in
system safety, assertive claims administration and litigation defense. A safer system
has reduced third-party claims to such an extent that inflationary growth in our costs per
claim has been very nearly offset. Wh en adjusted for our increasing operating
exposures related to rail service expansion and inflation in the Enterprise Fund, overall,
the burden imposed by liability risks has declined since fiscal year 2000.
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NEXT STEPS

Many mutually reinforcing safety initiatives are underway both in the provision of bus
and rail transit services. Several are focused on improving operator safety behavior.
This month we are beginning a full day, annually, of safety training for all of our bus
operators. Also, this month, we are expanding safety training for all new employees
during our onboarding process to approximately three hours. Last fall, disciplinary
consequences for vehicle code violations (e.g., speeding, stop sign violations, etc.)
were dramatically strengthened in our collective bargaining agreement, and
implemented in the spring of 2015. We are in the final stages of procuring three
behavioral screening tests to determine if any or all of them are useful in predicting
accident risk and/or customer service aptitude for new operator hires.
Other facility-based safety improvements include the July 2015, Metro Board of
Directors approval of a more than $30 million retrofit of the Blue Line to add active
gating at most pedestrian grade crossings. We are in various stages of procurement
for a pilot evaluation of left turn pocket gating and in-roadway warning lights along some
of our rail alignments. A pilot installation of fire suppression equipment on a heavy rail
vehicle and light rail vehicle is in an early stage of procurement. In its final stages is an
assessment of Orange Line safety enhancements to not only improve Orange Line
crossing safety, but to increase Orange Line bus speeds through intersections to
reduce travel times.
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